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Building Synergies to
Create Change

In addition to the biannual
Labs, the Global D
 iplomacy
Lab and its members are involved in activities all over the
world. Many events and ideas
are initiated by m
 embers,
supported by the GDL Secretariat and then carried out
by members from within the
network. You can see how
this works on page 7!

Global challenges need global answers for local implementation.
Whether pandemics, climate change, poverty or cross-border
conflicts: to tackle the complex issues confronting humanity in
the 21st century and to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), we need new forms of collaboration. Traditional
diplomacy must open up to new voices, perspectives and expertise
– from civil society and business, from culture and academia, from
North, South, East and West. It is time for what we call diplomacy
4.0: inclusive, agile, innovative. Shaping a vision of this new diplomacy is the mission of the Global Diplomacy Lab (GDL).
To achieve this, the GDL gathers professionals from various fields
and all corners of the earth to develop and test new tools of
communication and collaboration, to lend its diverse expertise to
external actors, and to formulate concrete propositions for change
on the ground – from tackling urban violence in Chicago to envisioning new ways to harness Africa’s youth demographic dividend.
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The GDL is supported in this mission by the Federal Foreign Office
under the patronage of the Federal Foreign Minister as well as the
BMW Foundation Herbert Quandt, the Robert Bosch Stiftung, and
the German-American Fulbright Commission. Network partners
include the Stiftung Mercator, the Rotterdam School of Management and the Global Leadership Academy of the GIZ, to name just
a few. Outstanding representatives of the leading partners’ networks have the opportunity to apply for becoming GDL members.
In addition, the GDL has cooperated in its various projects with individuals and organisations from a whole range of spheres across
the globe and is open to new collaborations and partnerships.

hands-on
adjective: involving or offering
active participation rather than
theory.
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Welcome to the Augmented Reality
There is so much more to see here!
To immerse yourself in Augmented
Reality, open your internet browser
and go to global-diplomacy-lab.org/
publication. Your camera will be
activated automatically. Hold it over
the AR marker and you’re ready to go!
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A Labour of Love:
The GDL and the Bled
Strategic Forum
Since the initial cooperation
in 2016, GDL sessions have
become a fixed feature of
the yearly Bled Strategic Fora
in Slovenia, introducing new
formats and voices.

The GDL never shies away from a challenge. When Peter Grk,
secretary-general of the Bled Strategic Forum (BSF), called in
2016 and asked if the GDL would be willing to do a session at the
upcoming Forum, the GDL immediately jumped at the opportu
nity and said yes – with one caveat: we wanted to do it our way.
In GDL language, this means creative, non-traditional, inspiring
and interactive discussions where participants don’t just listen,
but actually contribute to finding appropriate answers. As they
say, the rest is history.
The first GDL Night Owl session at the BSF was a roaring success,
and someone in the BSF organising team whispered: “Did you
see, even the ambassadors stayed….” Indeed, they stayed, and
even came back every year – as did the GDL, with its innovative
approaches and interesting debates.

In her session, GDL member
Elif Çavus, lu encouraged participants to be leaders in
communication and thereby
foster the exchange between
their own communities and
the European Union.

Ongoing cooperation between the GDL and the Bled Strategic
Forum serves as a prime example of the GDL’s international
impact beyond its regular activities. The Bled Strategic Forum
international conference was initiated by the Government of
Slovenia after the country’s OSCE Chairmanship in 2005, in order
to continue its active approach and contribute to the international community. The first Bled Strategic Forum took place in 2006
and was jointly organised by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Slovenia and the Centre for European Perspective.
Since then, the Forum has grown from a regional conference with
300 guests into one of the largest and most influential political
and business gatherings in Central and South Eastern Europe, with
some 1,400 participants. One of its main goals is to transcend the
usual borders between foreign policy, security policy and society
as a whole.

To counteract fake news and
facts, fellow GDL member
Burak Ünveren hosted a participatory forum together
with Leading Partner BMW
Foundation Herbert Quandt.
Various experts and activists
exchanged strategies on how
to best fight disinformation
campaigns with information.
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Both Elif and Burak contributed articles to the Bled
Strategic Times where they
discussed important points
raised during their sessions.

Given its inclusive approach to international politics and diplo
macy, the Bled Strategic Forum seems a natural partner for the
GDL. It was the Slovene diplomat Peter Japelj, a Robert Bosch
Stiftung alumnus and GDL member, who recognised this first.
“Peter Japelj told me that there is something unique, fresh and
sustainable growing in Berlin: a new concept of discussing foreign
relations with the grand title Global Diplomacy Lab,” remembers Peter Grk, a soon-to-be GDL member. The event that had
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inspired Peter Japelj to this suggestion was a fishbowl discussion
titled “The Next 70 Years: From the United Nations to the United
Actors” in October 2015, a GDL-led side event in New York on the
occasion of the 70th anniversary of the UN and the SDG summit,
dedicated to the question of how to include non-state stake
holders in UN settings and discussions.
The Bled organisers reached out to the GDL and, subsequently,
a number of selected GDL members, including current and former
EAC members Martin Castro, Nicola Forster and Ivana Petrov,
organised their first Night Owl session at Bled Strategic Forum
2016, focussing on the topic: “Ordinary Radical(s): In Search
of a Meaningful Response”.
Since their initial cooperation, the GDL has been partnering with
the Bled Strategic Forum every year. Once the conference theme
is set, the GDL Secretariat calls on its members to submit ideas
for a session. Out of three shortlisted proposals, the Forum organisers and the GDL jointly vote to pick the winning idea. “The GDL
has full ownership of its session,” says Matej Gregorec, project
manager at Bled Strategic Forum.

scends both organisations. “What we really like about the GDL is
the essence of bringing together people from various fields who
might not even seem to fit together at first thought, but who can
contribute something valuable to solving a specific issue,” summarises Matej. “And that aligns well with our mission statement
at Bled: We want to be a platform where people can meet and
talk even if they don’t agree. Many have forgotten how to do
that in the past couple of years.”

“GDL brought a new approach
to the civil society and think
tank scene that was much
more inclusive and took into
account a changing environment, where out-of-the-box
thinking was sought after
and appreciated,” says Peter
Grk. “Comprehensiveness
and inclusiveness were the
words of the day, and this was
something that we wanted at
the BSF.”

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a general suspension of in-
person gatherings, one of the most esteemed elements of collabo
ration between BSF and GDL. Nonetheless, the partnership has
persisted. In 2020, BSF took place in a hybrid format, accommo
dating participants in person as well as digitally. Partners joined
once again, although this time in ways that were adapted to
the extraordinary circumstances. The topic brought forth was
once again unorthodox: the discussion with the title “City diplomacy and the Future of Multilateralism” shed light on the growing
role that cities are playing in the international arena. The discussion was conceptualised and hosted by Annegret Warth and Max
Bouchet from the GDL, moderated by Chi Nguyen, Managing
Director at Parker P. Consulting, and attended by Anya Margaret
Baum, Strategic Advisor to the Social Projects Department of the
City of Warsaw, Nicolas Gharbi, Principal Advisor for International
Affairs to the Mayor of Madrid, as well as Boštjan Udovič, Associate Professor for Diplomatic Studies at the University of Ljubljana.

Past GDL sessions at the Forum have featured such diverse topics
as “Digital diplomacy in the 21st century: To Tweet or not to Tweet
in Foreign Affairs?”, “More Seats at the Table: Achieving Gender
Equality Today” and “Who Owns the Future?”. For their sessions,
GDL members use approaches that break with the norms of traditional policy conferences; the “fish bowl” format, for example,
gives all participants the opportunity to join (and leave) the panel
at any time during the discussion. This inclusive method thereby
does away with the invisible barrier between panel and audience
and opens up space for otherwise unheard voices. “Our Forum is
still quite political, and sometimes it is hard to introduce something innovative and creative,” says Matej. “This is where the
GDL steps in: they have been introducing new formats, for which
we are very grateful, and we have even used them in some of
our sessions as well.”
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The GDL sessions have become a fixed feature of Bled Strategic
Fora, to the benefit of both sides and with an impact that tran-

Yet the story of GDL and BSF has only just begun. While this partnership has proven successful and has had a positive influence
on all sides, both sides want more. They are ambitious and want
to promote sustainability, democracy and transparency. In this
context, GDL and BSF are discussing ways to elevate their relationship even further and thereby become allies. They don’t want
to be mere partners, but also friends. And, in this world, where
sometimes friends are hard to find, GDL and BSF have proven that
it is possible to work together for a common good.

Extract from the welcoming
speech by Heiko Maas, Foreign
Minister of Germany, May 2019
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Latin America-Caribbean
Conference Berlin

“With our digital world increasingly becoming a virtual cosmopolis,
as the British historian Timothy Garton Ash has put it, what does
this mean for our foreign policy here today? And for our relations
among ourselves? This is what we want to discuss intensively with
each other tomorrow, especially at the Future Affairs conference.
But, to stick to this metaphor, who the neighbours in this global
cosmopolis are is no longer solely determined by the distance
between their front doors. In the digital age, those who connect
with each other are moving closer together. Those who are open
to learning from each other. Who share values and interests.”
In the course of the LAC Conference, the Global Diplomacy Lab
hosted two highly interactive sessions designed and led by its
members. Participants included fellow Global Diplomacy Lab
members, alumni of the ZEIT-Stiftung, selected experts and other
conference guests.

Global Changemakers – Cities as Future Labs
Facilitated by Julia Jaroschewski and Sonja Peteranderl

Session 2

Co-creating a Digital Agenda for Peace and Sustainable
Development
Facilitated by Flávia Alfenas Amorim and Anya Margaret Baum

game changer
noun: a product
or event that
highly affects a
situation or area
of business
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Session 1
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Participants had the opportunity to engage in the public debates,
elaborate concepts and proposals for sustainable and innovative
solutions with different stakeholders and shape the programme
by designing and facilitating one of the two co-creative GDL
activities listed below.

You want to know more
about what’s happening
at the GDL? Scan the
AR sticker to see all GDL
activities on twitter!

Activities

Local Events for
Global Action

In addition to the Labs, the Global Diplomacy Lab’s members
and partners initiate, implement and participate in a wide range
of GDL activities all over the world – innovating existing formats,
contributing to network partners’ events and organising local,
GDL-inspired workshops and gatherings.

New York, 2018

• Design Thinking for Public Policy Workshop: How should the
public sector moderate the disruption that ride-sharing apps
are causing in the taxicab sector?

Berlin, 2019

• GDL hosts two interactive sessions at the Latin AmericaCaribbean Conference and the Conference Future Affairs
hosted and initiated by Minister Heiko Maas ↗ Page 6

Addis Ababa, 2019

• Workshop at World Press Freedom Day: Interactive format
on the safety of female journalists online by GDL members
Elizabeth Maloba and Patrick Mpedzisi

Berlin, 2019

• Pitch by GDL member Ivana Petrov at Falling Walls Labs on
“Breaking the Wall of Exclusive Diplomacy”

Mumbai and Colorado, 2020

• The Gender Alliance is founded by GDL member Elsa Marie
D’Silva and co-created by an impressive number of GDL
members ↗ More on pages 10–11

Online, 2020

• The pandemic means the GDL’s 5th Anniversary Summit
scheduled for 2020 has to be postponed. Instead, the E-Summit
is organised as a virtual event with talks on partnerships,
leadership and security, virtual fishbowls and skill-building
sessions ↗ More on pages 12–14

Berlin, 2020

• Solidarity Fund is initiated by the GDL during the pandemic:
Members submit projects to receive financial support from the
GDL and its network

A selection of GDL activities
New York, 2015

• GDL Discussion on “The next 70 years: from the United Nations
to United Actors” marking the 70th Anniversary of the UN

Bled, 2016

• Night Owl Session at the Bled Strategic Forum “Ordinary Radical(s): In Search of a Meaningful Response” ↗ More on pages 3–5

Germany, 2016

• Designer Harri Kuhn (mischen GbR) wins the German Design
Award 2016 in the category “Excellent Communications Design –
Corporate Identity” for the GDL key visual and the GDL corporate identity

Berlin, 2017

• 40th Anniversary of the Brandt Commission (the Independent
Commission on International Development Issues, chaired
by Willy Brandt): GDL members discuss the idea of fostering
social entrepreneurship through Virtual Reality experiences,
emerging city-to-city partnerships in global governance and
the unsatisfactory results of current climate policy with Foreign
Minister Sigmar Gabriel, followed by a GDL moderated fishbowl discussion

Online, 2020

• Commissioned by the Federal Foreign Office on the occasion
of Germany’s EU Presidency, GDL members facilitate the first
module of the 21st European Diplomatic Programme providing
young diplomats from all over the EU with interactive training
on multi-stakeholder partnerships, crisis management and
effective multilateralism and dealing with past conflicts ↗ Page 15

Brussels, 2018

• City Diplomacy for Better EU Enlargement: Event with pitches
by GDL members about heritage preservation, a multi-country
financial programme, city-to-city cooperation between
EU member states and candidate countries to improve capaci
ties on integrated urban planning and the potentials of
European mobility programmes for local governance in the
youth field

Online, 2021

• GDL Book Launch: The Demographic Dividend and the Power
of Youth – Voices from the Global Diplomacy Lab. The book
emerged from an idea at the 2019 Labs and is edited by GDL
members Eirliani Abdul Rahman, Elsa Marie D’Silva and Sonja
Peteranderl and features many contributions from other in
spiring GDL members ↗ More on page 16
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• Humanitarian Diplomacy Lab: Led by members of the Swiss
foreign policy think tank foraus and the Global Diplomacy Lab,
Open Situation Rooms connect technologists, creative professionals and entrepreneurs with policymakers and humanitarians
with the aim of jointly addressing humanitarian diplomacy
challenges
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Mumbai, Geneva,
Kathmandu, 2017

All activities can be found at global-diplomacy-lab.org/activities

Elsa: At a BMW Foundation
retreat in the Brazilian Rainforest two years ago, it suddenly
dawned on me that there are
so many amazing women in
the GDL and BMW Foundation’s
networks. At that point, I had
already worked with Eirliani
on a number of projects, and
she is currently on the board of
my organisation, the Red Dot
Foundation. I said to myself
that if I can achieve so much
with a single person, imagine
if there were 10 or 15 or 50
others – I think we could solve
the world’s problems! I wrote
to Eirliani and a few others and
asked them what they thought
of a Gender Alliance that connects feminists from different
networks in order to accelerate
gender equality and women’s
rights worldwide.
Eirliani: It was amazing to see
how many people stepped
up to make the Gender Alliance
happen. It all moved forward
really fast.
Elsa: True! Today we have a
feminist manifesto, a list of
interested members, a media
strategy and a plan to push for
female representation on the

boards of all the foundation
networks that we are part of.
We are including more and
more women from different
countries, from Canada, India,
South Africa and several Latin
American countries.
What are you planning to
achieve with the Alliance in
the coming years?
Elsa: We want to look at the
main issues, such as work
place safety, political leadership, increasing the number of
women on boards and ending
all forms of violence against
women and girls. We can’t
wait 150 years for the gender
wage gap to be equalised.
And we are running a series
on the BMW Foundation’s blog
TwentyThirty where we highlight the stories of successful
women from our networks,
and role models from every
field to show the world what
is possible. There should be no
boundaries for women.

“If you can’t see them, you can’t be
them. That’s why we want to show
great women from our networks
to the outside world. To show that
anything is possible!”
— Elsa and Eirliani in Berlin, 2020

Eirliani: We want to really scale
up visibility and branding.
Being at important events,
such as the Commission on the
Status of Women (CSW), the
High-Level Political Forum and
the UN General Assembly is a
part of that.
11

GDL: Eirliani and Elsa, how
did you decide that the world
needs a Gender Alliance?
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Elsa Marie D’Silva is the
founder and CEO of Red Dot
Foundation (Safecity), a
platform that crowdsources
personal experiences of sexual
violence and abuse in public
spaces. Eirliani Abdul Rahman
is co-founder of YAKIN (Youth,
Adult Survivors and Kin In
Need), an NGO working in the
field of children’s rights and
child protection issues, and a
member of Twitter’s Trust and
Safety Council.
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Why the World Needs
a Gender Alliance

In which way are you making
use of the networks of the
GDL and its partners?
Elsa: In many ways! The GDL
gave us a platform to amplify
our voices, expand the scope
of our work and find willing
collaborators and partners, and
that has really accelerated our
progress.
Eirliani: The support of the GDL
and its Leading Partners has
been instrumental in finally

getting the Gender Alliance off
the ground.
Elsa: Right. You need allies to
make this change happen, and
there have been great examples of that within our network.

Read more about
the Gender Alliance

Max Bouchet. “As a Frenchman, I confess my vision of leadership
tended to resonate with the legacy of General de Gaulle, who,
when France was defeated in 1940 and politicians had lost all
hope, flew to London against his orders and famously spoke on
British radio to rally the Free French. Speakers in the session at
the E-Summit provided a fresh perspective and nuances on these
principles.” As an example, he points to the talk given by GDL
member Cristina Gallegos: “Cristina described how leaders can
walk backwards: they shape what success looks like and then create the plan that will lead the team there,” he says. “They must
demonstrate empathy, communicate their vision transparently
and share ownership with others to encourage frank feedback.”

How can we use empathy to become better leaders? How can
different stakeholders overcome conflicting interests and unite
forces to foster a sustainable development that deserves its
name? In May 2020, GDL members from around the globe gathered in an E-Summit to explore these and other questions that
challenge humanity in the 21st century. At the same time, the
virtual gathering served to examine the role of networks like the
GDL by bringing together actors from various sectors, testing new
forms of collaboration and more conscious and responsive communication. A working group consisting of GDL members from
different fields and continents led the participants on a journey
through a variety of formats: from virtual fishbowl discussions
to intimate skill-sessions. In order to curate a space for substantive discussions, the Summit had three focal themes aimed at
enabling connection and co‑creation.

Partnerships for Sustainable Development (SDG 17)
The 2030 Agenda and its 17 global SDGs were adopted by the UN
Member States in 2015. Yet given the complex nature of the issues
addressed, such as poverty, peace, health, the climate and bio
diversity, it is obvious that not one stakeholder can achieve any of
these goals on their own. In order to retain a realistic chance of
reaching the SDGs, organisations from all sectors need to assume
leadership and work together by forming multi-stakeholder
partnerships, as SDG 17 foresees. The GDL Summit explored good
examples, success factors and limits of partnerships for sustainable development, as well as the question of how the GDL – itself
a public-private partnership – can play a vital role in incentivising
and strengthening existing and new partnerships.

Global Leadership: The Future of Diplomacy
Given the rise of several political crises across various regions,
what role will global leadership play? What is the future of diplomacy? In this series of sessions, GDL members reflected on the
characteristics that promote global leadership, with a special
emphasis on empathy, failure and storytelling.
Empathy plays a crucial role in promoting and nurturing relationships. By recognising other people’s points of view and endeav
ouring to see things through their eyes, we gain useful insights and
greater understanding, thereby fostering improved joint action.

Participants came up with ideas for new structures and modes of
cooperation that could replace the traditional understanding of
development: they suggested supporting ideas bottom-up as well
as grassroots solutions, connecting innovators across countries,
working on greater transparency and accountability, and including a focus on the SDGs in the post-COVID recovery plans.

Failure is part of life and consequently plays a significant role
in leadership. Learning about failures as a natural part of leader
ship opens up an impactful space for reflection on approaches
to tackling global challenges and the capacity to mobilise and
inspire action.

“Stereotypical definitions of leadership emphasise courage, leading from the front and total self-confidence,” says GDL member
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Storytelling is the most natural form of communicating. When
incorporated into leadership, it has the power to augment inspiration and the drive for action.
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For 2020, the GDL had planned
a major Summit to celebrate
its 5th anniversary and focus
on the road ahead. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, GDL invited its members to a virtual
Summit in May 2020.
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The E-Summit: A Virtual
Gathering to Tackle 
Real-World Challenges

Security Challenges: Climate Crises, Migration, Technology,
Gender and Social Inequalities
All efforts to achieve peace and sustainable development are in
vain, unless threats to stability as well as climate change are
tackled successfully. In addition to traditional threats to security,
persistent threats involving gender, migration, inequality and
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Desktop Diplomacy with
a Twist: The European
Diplomatic Programme
Commissioned by the Federal
Foreign Office on the occasion
of Germany’s EU Presidency,
the GDL facilitated the first
module of the 21st European
Diplomatic Programme providing 60 young diplomats and
35 training officers from all
over the EU with interactive
training on multi-stakeholder
partnerships, crisis management and effective multi
lateralism, as well as on
dealing with past conflicts.

“So happy to
be together” by
Julie August

In the midst of a global pandemic in autumn 2020, the GDL faced
a challenge: the Federal Foreign Office entrusted it with facili
tating the first module of the 21st European Diplomatic Programme
(EDP), a training programme organised annually by the European
External Action Service and the country holding the Presidency
of the Council of the European Union, in this case Germany.
“I have to admit that the prospect of two days of eight-hour video
calls had made me a little weary in the days before the first
module”, says Christine Ringer, a diplomat at the Federal Foreign
Office. “Communication in group chats is just not the same, I
thought. Well, I was quickly proven wrong.” Her Hungarian diplo
matic colleague Nóra Balogh agrees. “In all honesty, I had not
been enthusiastic about the online format”, she confides. “But
the programme turned out to be a pleasant surprise: thought-
provoking and instructive.”
To keep participants attentive and engaged, eight GDL members,
supported by external trainers, developed highly interactive
training sessions on three different thematic focal points in the
broad field of multilateralism and civilian crisis management:
• The 2030 Agenda and multi-stakeholder partnerships: Europe’s
recovery for global sustainable development
• Dealing with past conflicts and ongoing emergencies for a
stronger future
• Transformative leadership for successful crisis management
and effective multilateralism

technology are proving equally challenging and making it more
difficult to achieve the SDGs. Therefore, GDL members reflected
on how intersectoral formats can be instrumental in understanding and addressing new and emerging security threats
in a better way. They discussed the far-reaching ramifications
of the above-mentioned challenges.
Talks by two GDL members set the scene for a high-calibre panel.
Shakeel Ahmad from the Foreign Services Academy of Pakistan
explained how the world has to move beyond the idea of a “strong
man” and begin a journey of the imagination, to create joined-up
work and to seize new opportunities to promote innovation of the
private sector. Environmental specialist Gabriela Canales from
Mexico emphasised that the current age requires a new concept
of security. “COVID-19 has shown how vulnerable we are to
viruses, and therefore how absurd borders, walls, security fences
or armies appear to be as security measures,” she said. She invited
GDL members to think about “how to forge a future in which
security is based on essential aspects of life: solidarity, equity and
justice, and how these three become the new normal”.
15
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“The EDP has been a breakthrough in my routine as a
young diplomat”
— EDP participant Daniel
Portero Guerrero from Spain

“Transformative leadership requires empathy and the ability
to recognise and overcome one’s own biases”, as Silke Van Den
Haute, a desk officer in the Directorate General of Multilateral
Affairs and Globalisation of the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
put it. “The trainers confronted us with our own implicit biases
and the impact they have on us as individuals and more largely on
the current multilateral system.”
The first module of the EDP demonstrated that diplomacy and
multilateral networking have not been paralysed by the pandemic: online events can serve as effective platforms for fruitful
debates and outcomes.

Compendium of Essays:
Voices from the Global
Diplomacy Lab
About this book
The authors have compiled a
series of articles that address
the issue of global power shifts
and highlight solutions from
different parts of the world,
ranging from members of the
Global Diplomacy Lab to external contributors: How does
their work promote, enhance
and contribute to harvesting
the demographic dividend?
What stories can they tell
that will educate and inspire
readers?

Review
“In reviewing this book, I found
the author’s use of unconventional illustrated case studies
to convey stories quite interesting. It brings even a layman
to an understanding of the importance of youth in relation to
the demographic dividend and
what can be done to harness
it to the benefit of nations and
the world at large before it is
too late.”
— Elizabeth Adekunle, Executive
Director, African Women and
Youth Organization

This publication has been prepared by the contributors of
the Global Diplomacy Lab, a working group supported by
the International Alumni Center gGmbH.
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getragen wird von der International Alumni Center gGmbH.
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During the Lab in Ghana,
GDL members Eirliani Abdul
Rahman, Elsa Marie D’Silva
and Sonja Peteranderl proposed to compile the learnings
and approaches of the cur
riculum in a compendium.

Knowledge Partner

Media Partner

Network Partners
Lead Academy, Bled Strategic Forum, Falling Walls, Delodi,
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, Heinrich Böll Stiftung, Diplo Hack, Impact Hub Berlin, Foraus – Forum Aussenpolitik, red onion GmbH, swissnex
san Francisco, hybrid space lab, creative bureaucracy
festival, Foresight Intelligence, Obama Foundation, Red Dot
Foundation, Casa Central, United Nations Development
Programme Mexico, Făgăras, Research Institute

Service Partners
The Real Junk Food Project Berlin, soulbottles, Baumhaus
Project & Event Space Berlin, fairafric GmbH, Panda Coffee,
Dörrwerk, Urban Nation – Museum for Urban Contemporary
Art Berlin, sauschnell, dopper

“With its activities, the GDL wants to make
an impact, both among its own members and
through contributions to solving p
 roblems
worldwide. Learning from each other and
through shared experiences strengthens individual leadership skills. Working together in
the GDL community and linking global issues
with their local impacts contributes to solving
international problems.”
— Ruprecht Polenz, Dean
“Mr Polenz has been involved in foreign policy
for many years. That’s why he teaches us that
there are always three sides of everything: one
that you see, one that I see and one that none
of us can see.”

